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Sadeghi-Tehran et al. (2017). Automated Method to Determine Two Critical Growth Stages of Wheat: 
Heading and Flowering. Front. in Plant Sci., 8(February), 1–14.
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• Coming up with good features is hard!

• Deep Learning is feature learning

• Show the computer what you’re trying to detect 
with annotations and let it learn how





Feature Extractor 
(CNN)

Traditional
Neural Network

Pooling Layer 
(downsampling)

Convolutional 
Layer (filtering)



Captures local connectedness in 
structured data using filters.

Activation Function

The Convolution Operation



Sladojevic, S. et al. (2016). Deep Neural Networks Based Recognition of Plant 
Diseases by Leaf Image Classification. Comp. Int. and Neuroscience, 2016.

Explainability Challenges



Dataset Challenges
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Roots/SoilCrop imaging Deep learning Plant breeding

“Designing Crops for Global Food Security”

$37.4M over 7 years (2016-2022)
Canada First Research Excellence Fund



ProTractor

Steve Shirtliffe

PlotVision

COASt
Crop ImagingDrone Imaging



Deep Plant Phenomics
https://github.com/p2irc/deepplantphenomics

Deep learning

Input

Convolution + LRN + ReLU (CNR)

Max-Pooling

residual-CNR

Inception-CNR

residual-Inception-CNR

Global Average Pooling (GAP)



Stand counts from field images



Counting by object detection

Inter-rater agreement



Object detection



Plant counting by regression
Image data

11
Compare to leaf counting:

https://github.com/p2irc/deepwheat_WACV-2018

High-resolution “GrowPro” images:
Image labels

Experts label plants per patch:

8

2500 × 7500 pixels

7855 patches 



Plant counting by global regression

2500 × 7500 pixels

7855 patches 

Aich, S., Josuttes, A., Ovsyannikov, I., Strueby, K., Ahmed, I., Duddu, H. S., Pozniak, C., Shirtliffe, S. & Stavness, I. (2018). 
DeepWheat: Estimating Phenotypic Traits from Crop Images with Deep Learning. In 2018 IEEE Winter Conference on 
Applications of Computer Vision (WACV) (pp. 323-332).

https://github.com/p2irc/deepwheat_WACV-2018



Plant counting results
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Global Average Pooling (GAP)
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Plant countingPlant segmentation



Saliency map
Saliency MapRGB Image (padded) Superimposed



Josuttes, A., Shubra, A., Stavness, I., Pozniak, C., & Shirtliffe, S. (2018, March). Utilizing deep 
learning to predict the number of panicles in wheat (triticum aestivum). In Phenome 2018.

Wheat head counting







Training: Patch-wise images Inference: Full-size images

Counting by global-local regression



Saliency map



New datasets: Wheat around the world



Stress Phenotyping

Feldman et al. (2018). Components of Water Use Efficiency Have Unique 
Genetic Signatures in the Model C 4 Grass Setaria. Plant Phys., 178(2), 699–715.



Latent Space Phenotyping for Stress



Latent Space Phenotyping for Stress
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Deep Learning for Computational Agricultural

Seed scale Global scale

crop damage, 
crop insurance

crop health,
precision management

From RGB to NIR: Predicting of near infrared reflectance from visible spectrum  
 aerial images of  crops 

Masi Aslahi, Kevin Stanley, Ian Stavness 

Abstract 
Regular crop monitoring is essential for crop quality and health. 
However, the traditional crop monitoring methods are labor-
intensive and error prone. Recently, different imagery techniques 
are becoming increasingly viable in precise farming. For example, a 
drone may be flying over the field once a week to capture images 
with a multi-spectral camera which is able to capture near-infrared 
wavelengths (NIR) for further data analysis. Unfortunately, human 
experts must still view the resulting images to determine the crop 
condition. Also, flying a drone equipped with a multi-spectral cam-
era is still costly. A method which could reliably speed up the data 
analysis, and which is cost effective is highly favorable. Here, we de-
scribe the use of a generative adversarial network (GAN) [1] on 
drone images as a non-destructive method to transform RBG to  
NIR. The GAN model offers a practical and theoretically sound 
method of mapping RGB to NIR, and generates images comparable 
to the ground truth. 
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Fig 3: Lentil trial—different growth stages 

Future Work 
The proposed method is handy and cost-effective and will reduce 
human intervention, and consequently enhance the yield. Also, this 
approach is robust against the low quality images and environmental 
noise. Future works will consider other crops that have completely 
different plant morphology. 

Reference 

Fig 4: Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) 

Fig 1: Data acquisition process in the wheat/lentil breeding field  located at Kernen near Saskatoon  

Fig 2: Training procedure to map RGB aerial images to NIR 

Results 
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Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [2] plays an 
important role in predicting agricultural production. To deter-
mine the mass of greenness in an area, visible and non-visible 
lights are collected. 
 

Fig 5: Biomass of actual and fake lentil trial image 

[1]   Ian Goodfellow, Jean Pouget-Abadie, Mehdi Mirza, Bing Xu, David Warde-Farley, Sherjil Ozair, Aaron Courville, Yoshua Bengio , Generative Adversarial Network . Advances in neural 
information processing systems, 2014 , 2672-2680 .  

[2]  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normalized_difference_vegetation_index 

Plant scale Field scale
identifying plants,
estimating traits

early disease 
detection

yield prediction,
price forecasting

Google

NASA

weather prediction,
logistics

seed phenotyping,
provenance

automated seed 
inspection



People

• We found it critical to engage 
breeders early & often

• Solve the right problems

• P2IRC also engaged Computer 
Scientists from the ground up

• We have a large training program
for computing + agriculture



Data

• Creating rich datasets:
– Images
– Measured traits
– Genomic data

• Wheat, canola, lentil

• Creating broader Canadian 
Agri-Food datasets require:
– Coordinated efforts
– Data security & provenance
– Data valuation

• Data sharing solutions are 
multi-faceted



Software
• e.g., PlotVision: from drones to actionable information



Software
• e.g., PlotVision: from drones to actionable information
• Not just “answers”



Canada’s Advantage

• Canada has world-leading groups in core Deep Learning

• And world-leading groups in applications to Agri-Food



Input
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residual-Inception-CNR

Global Average Pooling (GAP)

Ian.Stavness@usask.ca

http://p2irc.usask.ca/
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Future Work 
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human intervention, and consequently enhance the yield. Also, this 
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[1]   Ian Goodfellow, Jean Pouget-Abadie, Mehdi Mirza, Bing Xu, David Warde-Farley, Sherjil Ozair, Aaron Courville, Yoshua Bengio , Generative Adversarial Network . Advances in neural 
information processing systems, 2014 , 2672-2680 .  

[2]  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normalized_difference_vegetation_index 


